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We are very excited to be able to show you our new
discoveries.
This is a bumper edition full of new products that we love enjoy!

Monster Hotel
You definitely want to stay here!
28 hotel rooms full of monsters
doing what they do best - having
fun!
Arrange the cards to tell a story,
spot all the wonderful details and
describe what is going on.
Rich illustrations will lead to rich
language choices. £12.99

Amazing new Tiny Kits - build
your own miniature greenhouse
and germinate your seeds.

Or make Tiny Ice Creams with all
the equipment to make cones and
your favourite flavours. Both
£14.99

Music Machine
Back by popular demand!
Create all the tunes you can think
of with this mechanical wonder.
Place the pins to activate the
hammers and play your own tune
and chord combinations.
A wonderful build. £39.99

Multiplications
The brain is a complex learning
machine, and this game
encourages you to use it!
The box front features a turning
cog - representing what is going
on in your own mind.
Inside all the tables are featured,
encouraging children to learn the
facts and show themselves that
they really know them. £19.99

Apple Twist
Can you find a perfect home for a
wriggly caterpillar?
With 60 challenges, this new logic
game will get everyone thinking.
The apple board can twist to give a
new layout and the caterpillars
bend in different places.
Cuddle them together to solve the
problems - a really tactile game.
£14.99

Two stunning new books from
Katie Viggers that introduce
number and letters through
amazing animals.

Everyone needs to meet the 11
dogs and their 11 pet frogs or
the 7 pigs in 7 wigs - perfect for
little ones.

Explore Roman weaponary and
up to date flight design with two
new construction kits.

Great instructions and moving
models that really work - perfect
for a scientific investigation.

Do you remember these?
Updated, but just the same - spot everything and send off for your
'super spotter badge'! Just £2.99

We hope you found something new and exciting this month there are even more new discoveries in our shops and
online.
We look forward to seeing you again soon.
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